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ABSTRACT

Fluids which are completely inviscid in the mathematical sense to not

exist. Thus, the concepts of gradient flow and cyclostrophic balance must be

interpreted as approximate solutions of a boundary value problem for small but

finite viscosity. Large scale phenomena such as the superrotation on Venus

and cyclones are effectively bounded by the rigidly rotating planetary

surface. This polarizes the circulation and excludes so-called anomalous

motions from the flow regime. With small scale phenomena such as dust devils,

both directions are observed which is attributed to the stochastic nature of

wind systems surrounding the distrubance.
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Leovy (1973) introduced the concept of cyclostrophic balance to describe

superrotation in the Venusian atmosphere but pointed out an ambiguity about

the direction of the zonal wind velocities which is apparently related to the

anomalous motions discussed with gradient flow (e.g., Hess, 1959; Holton,

1979). Later on in his paper Lsovy (1973) argued that surface friction would

tend to accelerate the atmosphere into the direction of the planet, and Hess

(1959) and Holton (1979) considered the role of geostrophic winds in

suggesting that anomalous motions are unlikely to occur. Our interpretation

is consistent with these interpretations but emphasizes in concise form the

subtle importance of viscous interaction which might further help to clarity

the problem.

We consider the zonally symmetric component of the atmosphere and assume

the rate of change is sufficiently slow so that time derivatives can be

neglected. With a given pressure gradient, or any other meridional force, the

simplified equations governing horizontal momentum conservation have the form

2
2wwin0U + r tgA + *ra 2	 rp 0	 (1)

2r

2
2wsin9V + r to + rc

os
V au

 W nar2 - 0,	 (2)

where vertical winds are ignored and the meridional velocities V are assumed

to be sma l l compared to the zonal velocities U, and

P, mass density

p, pressure

9, latitude

w, rotation rate of the planet

ri, kinematic viscosity.
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For an invisicid (n •0) atmosphere, the meridional and zonal force balances are

formally decoupled and (1) yields

U -Wrcose t w2r2cose - no H,	 (3)

both roots being allowed. The expression inside the radical is assumed to be

greater than zero.

However, an atmosphere entirely withoue viscosity does not exist. In

fact, the concept of viscosity is in:.urent in our fluid dynamic formulation

relative to a rotating reference frame. 	 the viscosity were truly zero,

that atmosphere would not "know' about the rotation rate of the planet, except

for the planet's shape (geoid), and the concepts of Coriolis forts and geo-

strophic approximation would be meaningless.

Obviously, the correct physical interpretation is that expression (3)

must be viewed as an approximate boundary value solution of the coupled

equations (1) and (2) for an atmosphere with small but finite viscosity,

bounded by a rigidly rotating planetary surface. It follows that in the limit

of vanishing pressure gradient the viscous interaction causes the atmosphere

to corotate with the planet

+ 0; U + 0.	 (4)

We require the solution to contain (4) and be continuous in the forcing

function. The ?hysical branch is then uniquely determined yielding single

value expressions for the general flow regime

U • -wrcos0 + 'Al 	 :,2r2cos2o _ ct	
a	

(5)
^j	 P
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and for cyclostrophic balance

The atmosphere of Venus is indeed observed to superrotate in the direction of

the planet.

In terrestrial meteorology natural coordinates are used to describe large

scale disturbances such as cyclones. With 00 and R being the radius of flow

curvature in the direction of unit vector n (Holton, 1979), the expression for

gradient flow, corresponding to (5), takes the form

U wRsinO + R ^W72RRsing© - R	 (7)
7_1 p

The limit for cyclostrophic balance

U + R - R i	 (8)
P 

is valid for small intense hurricanes.

Due to viscous interaction the negative branch cannot exist which is con-

sistent with the fact that anomalous motions are never observed in cyclones

(Holton, 1979). We emphasize that (7) and (8) can only describe long term

effects.

However, anomolous motions do exist in the smaller scale notices of dust

devils, where the negative branch is observed as often as the positive one

(Sinclair, 1965). The explanation for this is that we deal with a non-

stationary condition, similar to turbulence where horizontal viscous shear and

momentum transport are important. In the limit of cyclostrophic balance, the

i
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boundary value solution is then no longer polarized by the rotation of the

planet, as is the case for large scale phenomena such as superrotation and

cyclones. Instead, the stochastic nature of wind systems bordering the

disturbance prevails, so as to initiate motions in either direction.
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